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U.S. Effective Corporate Tax Rate on New Investments:
Highest in the OECD
by Duanjie Chen and Jack Mintz, School of Public Policy, University of Calgary
The U.S. corporate tax system has become unwieldy,
inconsistent with world practice, and highly anticompetitive. The statutory corporate income tax rate is one
of the highest in the world at about 40 percent, which
harms the economy and encourages companies to shift
investment and profits abroad to lower-tax jurisdictions.
Rather than following the international trend of
reducing corporate tax rates and taking steps toward a
more neutral tax base, the United States follows an
antiquated approach with a high rate and narrow tax breaks
that undermines economic growth and job creation.
This bulletin presents estimates of effective corporate
tax rates on new capital investments in 80 nations for
2009. These effective rates take into account statutory
rates plus tax base items that affect taxes paid on new
investment, such as depreciation deductions, inventory
allowances, and interest deductions. We also account for
other taxes that impinge on investment, especially retail
sales taxes on capital purchases. We find that the U.S.
effective corporate rate is 35.0 percent, which is much
higher than the 80-nation average of just 18.2 percent.
Falling Behind on Corporate Tax Reforms
In recent years, most major nations have reduced their
statutory corporate income tax rates. Of the 30 nations in
the Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development, 27 cut their general corporate income tax
rates since 2000, with an average cut of more than 7
percentage points. Among the 50 other nations examined
here, 28 reduced their corporate tax rates, with an average
cut also of about 7 percentage points.
Along with these rate cuts, many nations have
reformed their corporate tax bases to reduce the disparity
of tax burdens across business activities. A recent OECD
study found that these reforms have benefited both
governments and economies—capital investment has
grown and corporate tax revenues as a share of gross

domestic product has risen in many countries as reported
profits have increased. 1
By contrast, the past decade is a lost one for U.S.
business tax reform. Unlike most OECD countries that cut
their corporate income tax rates or reduced other taxes on
business investment, the United States enacted some
targeted preferences while maintaining a very high federal
corporate rate. The United States imposes additional tax
burdens on investment as a result of state and local sales
taxes on capital purchases and asset-based taxes on capital
goods. These taxes increase the overall effective tax rate
and create an additional disincentive for new investment.
U.S. Effective Corporate Rate Highest in the OECD
Figure 1 summarizes our calculations of corporate
effective tax rates on new capital investment for 2009. 2
Table 1 on the next page shows the rates for 80 countries.
These rates include both national and average subnational
corporate taxes in each country.
The U.S. effective rate of 35 percent is the highest in
the OECD, and is 15 percentage points higher than the
Figure 1. Effective Corporate Tax Rates, 2009
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OECD average. The U.S. rate is also higher than the
average rate in the G-7 nations, and is much higher than
the average rate in our full sample of 80 countries.
The high U.S. effective tax rate is the result of a high
federal statutory rate of 35 percent plus state-level
corporate income tax rates. In addition, state and local
sales and asset-based taxes on capital add to the tax burden
on new investment. The latter taxes add about 7 percentage
points to the U.S. effective rate, but only about 2
percentage points to the effective rate in other countries.
As such, U.S. corporate tax reforms should include
changes to both federal and state/local tax structures.
While other nations have cut their general statutory
corporate rates in recent years, the United States has
enacted narrow tax breaks. In 2005, a federal tax break
was added for “domestic production activities” to aid
manufacturing and some other specified industries. In
2009, this narrow break had the effect of shaving about
two percentage points from the U.S. effective tax rate,
which is included in our calculations. 3
Congress has also enacted a few rounds of “bonus”
depreciation for certain capital investments. We did not
include the effect of this tax break in our results as this
break is temporary. However, if this added capital
allowance is factored into our data, it would reduce the
U.S. effective rate for 2009 from 35 percent to 27 percent.
Narrow and temporary tax breaks are less effective at
generating new investment per dollar of lost revenues than
permanent cuts to the statutory corporate rate. One reason
is that firms that produce ideas and services invest heavily
in intellectual property and human capital rather than
tangible assets. These firms add to the economy’s
productivity through innovation, but they benefit little
from tax breaks such as bonus depreciation. Statutory tax
rate cuts also have the advantage of discouraging
businesses from shifting reported profits abroad.
Recent U.S. corporate tax breaks were small and
narrow, while other countries have pursued larger and
broader tax reductions. For example, while the “domestic
production” tax break reduces the U.S. rate by 3.15
percentage points when fully phased-in, the average
statutory corporate income tax rate in the European Union
has plunged 9.6 percentage points just since 2000. 4
Consider recent reforms in America’s largest trading
partner, Canada. Since 2000, the Canadian government has
reduced the federal corporate tax rate from 43 percent to
31 percent. At the same time, federal and provincial
governments have reduced other tax burdens on capital
investment. When current reforms are fully phased in
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by 2012, the average statutory corporate tax rate in Canada
will be 26.4 percent, while the average effective tax rate
will be 19.5 percent, per our calculations.
Disadvantages of High Corporate Tax Rates
U.S. policymakers seem to think that America can get
by with imposing a heavy tax burden on corporations
because the country has many non-tax advantages, such as
a large consumer market and an excellent university
system. However, many studies have shown that high
corporate taxes substantially reduce incentives to invest in
a country, even though taxes are just one of several factors
that influence investment decisions. 5
Under pressure from globalization, both developed and
developing nations are moving away from narrow tax
incentives to tax systems with lower statutory rates and
more neutral tax bases. This positive trend provides
lessons for the United States. China, for example, enacted
dramatic tax reforms recently. The government had
imposed a nonrefundable value-added tax on machinery
investments, but that was eliminated this past year. China
once had one of the highest effective tax rates on new
investment, but it is now below the world average making
it even more attractive for investment.
By contrast, the lack of reform in the United States is
likely reducing both tax compliance and inward foreign
investment. During the 1980s, the United States enjoyed
larger direct investment inflows than outflows, but during
the 1990s and 2000s, the situation reversed and outflows
became larger than inflows. 6 Both tax and non-tax factors
probably caused this reversal, but it does not help that the
United States is near the top of the 80 nations in Table 1.
The nations with the highest effective tax rates, such as
Argentina, Brazil, Chad, India, and Uzbekistan, generally
have high statutory rates and taxes on capital or gross
revenue that add to the burden on investment.
The excessively high U.S. corporate tax rate reduces
economic growth by discouraging both domestic capital
formation and inward foreign direct investment. Less
investment means slower wage growth and reduced living
standards over the long run.
A further problem is that the high U.S. corporate tax
rate is applied to worldwide profits, which places the
overseas operations of U.S. multinational corporations at a
tax disadvantage compared to businesses based in
countries that have both a lower corporate tax rate and a
tax exemption for repatriated foreign profits. 7
Finally, the high U.S. corporate tax rate reduces
government revenues because it increases tax avoidance.
Empirical studies have found that the revenue-maximizing

corporate income tax rate is about 25 percent today and
has declined over time. 8 The U.S statutory and effective
corporate rates are much higher than the revenuemaximizing rate, thus both the government and the
economy would gain from a major rate cut.
Conclusions
The U.S. corporate tax system needs major reforms.
The combined federal-state corporate income tax rate
should be cut to 25 percent or less to increase capital
investment and attract more reported profits to the United
States. The government would lose little if any revenue
from such a cut over the long run.
In addition, the tax base should be reformed to reduce
the disparity of tax burdens across industries. Reducing the
corporate tax rate helps in this regard, but special
incentives, such as the “domestic production” tax break,
are distortionary and should be repealed.
State and local governments can also make reforms.
They should reduce their corporate tax rates and reform
their sales and other capital-related taxes to ensure that
these levies do not impose a burden on capital investment.
U.S. policymakers have much work to do because
investment and profits are increasingly mobile and other
nations are moving ahead with further tax reforms.
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